
HISTORICAL FACTS

From Rome's horse senator to the gruesome Buddhist practice of self- mummification, these interesting history facts are
too bizarre to be.

Five civilians died as an indirect result. This kind looking gentleman is General Hooker. Seeing as history was
always one of my favorite subjects in school, I really do take that phrase to heart. This figurine was found at a
depth of around feet during a drilling operation. Absolutely unreal. Resources and human lives lost may not be
reclaimed. Russian dictator Joseph Stalin often had photos retouched to remove people who had died or been
removed from office. Then they all got drunk. Puts Things in Perspective When the last woolly mammoths
died out in BC, only about years ago. She had three affairs in as many months before he decided that
something must be done. There are countless stories about Castro's obsession with milk and the cows that
produce it. Washington Times  These spiked spaghetti-twirling instruments were seen as an offense to God.
CGTrader 3. Tactics included everything from an exploding cigar to a poisoned diving suit. The term was
popularized by Hitler's opponents and was rarely used by Nazis themselves. Whenever someone in a painting
he was part of would be killed or disappear, he would have the painting retouched to cut them out. But where
is Leo? Each person in the chain will tend to "interpret" the story, presenting the opportunity to accidentally
alter it, or worse, to slant the story to one's own tastes before passing it on. He said that black cats were
instruments of Satan. This small hand-made human figurine was found in Nampa, Idaho in  A vast bean field
stretched before him. An investigation in the s determined the tapes had been erased and re-used during a data
tape shortage during the early s. This was the last battle the tiny country ever engaged in. A commander during
the American Civil War, he is famously known for keeping a bevy of girls that would follow him and his
troops around to keep themâ€¦.. According to History. So true was he to his ideals that, even at the risk of
losing his own life, he was unwilling to trample upon even a single bean. As you might imagine, the results
were pretty horrific. Not exactly. A fact-finding endeavor may indeed uncover important historical
information, and that information may play a role in building consensus. It answers the very basic question,
"What happened? They were symbols of power and prestige and can be found everywhere in Maya
iconography and archaeology. Yes and no. Approximately 5, people died in the shipwreckâ€”three times more
than in the wreck of the actual Titanic. No one has ever been able to explain how it arrived at this spot, but
plenty have come forward to simply say it is simply impossible. This was later sold as part of a collection and
ended up in the possession of Dr. Meeting in the Middle In the year 6 BC, engineers in Greece dug a
1,meter-long aqueduct through a mountain by digging from both ends and meeting in the middle. DCMilitary 
Then, years later, he encountered a dude called Gaiseric just South of Rome. For decades after, you could
allegedly still smell the molasses during the summer. Supposedly used during the Middle Ages, it was only
after German philosopher Johann Philipp Siebenkees wrote about them in the s that the devices began turning
up in museums as morbid curiosities. The clean-up took weeks, and for decades afterwards the locals claimed
they could distinctly smell molasses in hot weather. He earned a reputation for this in New Salem, Illinois, as
an elite fighter. Army fired 1, anti-aircraft rounds during what was thought to be a Japanese air raid over Los
Angeles County.


